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Why?

UX is Everything
Multidisciplinary/Whole Company
Service Design
300M Dollar - not requiring sign in to check out
2.7B - adding helpfulness to ratings

Internally
Happy Employees - Job Satisfaction
- work harder, even longer, higher quality
- more productivity in same time
- improved teamwork (happy team vs angry team)
- reduced training & reduced turnover
- happier, more effective CSRs (less wait time/frustration for customers)
- simply reducing errors

- optimizing internal processes--more to come

UX is everything. It really needs to be thought of as a multi-disciplinary responsibility.  It’s not just UX folks. It’s not just BAs. It’s everyone who is involved in a project; in fact, it’s everyone who 
is involved in a company--from the first contact to the last.  There is a newish discipline--service design, that attempts to address aspects of this on a larger scale--think of it as a person’s 
experience with a company for a particular service--everything from branding, to store design, to Web sites, to customer service.  Every interaction people have with a company either adds to 
or takes away.

Now let me tell you a story..
http://www.uie.com/brainsparks/2010/05/14/uietips-the-magic-behind-amazons-2-7-billion-dollar-question/

Internally, it’s more about employee satisfaction. Happy employees make good employees--they’re more productive. If they enjoy their job, they want to work.  They’ll put in more hours, and 
the hours that they put in will have more net effort in them.  The outcomes will be better, because enjoying the work, being happy at work, will translate into quality of work.  This extends to 
whole teams--I’ve seen and worked with teams who never would ship a single thing because they were unhappy, and there was so much internecine conflict. I’ve worked on teams that 
gelled, people were happy, and the productive capacity was amazing.  And everything in between.

In addition to productivity, job satisfaction leads to higher retention rates. Hiring, training--it’s very expensive. It’s generally better to keep employees than to have turnover, and ensuring 
internal software that employees have to use is useful, usable, and desirable will help keep them around.

And let’s not forget about training costs. Many employers have to have special training for the software their employees use. The harder the software is to use, the more training is involved in 
making it.

Or maybe we should forget about training. What about the costs of errors for internal software?  Cost to worker productivity? Yeah. But also real costs--sometimes directly affecting the bottom 
line. Small mistakes can add up; big mistakes don’t have to. Poorly designed software can lead directly to on-the-job errors.  

Bad internal software affects customer service, too.  How many times have you had a CSR blame the software they are using?  It limits them from doing something, maybe. Or it slows down 
their ability to serve the customer. Maybe it actually causes an error in regards to the customer’s account.  Recently, I decided to cancel my Verizon cable service... 

Poorly designed software can have direct and indirect impacts to the bottom line, whether that’s internal or external.  And that’s just avoiding problems--but taking time to practice good Design 
can actually positively improve and optimize internal processes. More on that later..



Simple Principles

Why seven?  7+-2  Perfect number? :)  I just wanted to keep it as few as possible, and this 
was the fewest.



1
Design from the outside in.

All software ultimately serves people.
Don’t start from the model, DB or otherwise
NO FORMS OVER DB
Not worrying about optimal object transfers over the wire

What are the desires, the goals, the activities of the people & optimize for those.
Don’t make everything equally easy; that just means everything is equally hard.
I am not the user, 3x, before any design activity.

1. Design from the outside in. - This means you don't start your software project thinking about the database, or even the object model. You don't start worrying about how to optimize 
relationships or transfer data objects efficiently over the wire. You don't just throw forms over database tables and say "done!".  On the contrary, you start by thinking about your software 
from the outside, i.e., from the perspective of the people who will be using what you make. Put yourself in their shoes as you go throughout design and development--try to forget 
(compartmentalize) your knowledge of all the inner workings and see what you're making from the outside in. Think about the most important, critical activities and optimize for them--don't 
make everything equally easy, which really means equally hard. Remember that you are not (usually) the user. Say "I am not the user" three times before starting to design or critique a 
design.



2
Make time for research.

Not talking about HUGE time here.
Ratio of overall timeline (and complexity and cost) can inform amount of research.
Research is primarily good for: 1) discover things you didn’t know/insights or 2) validate hypotheses
Get out and get with users! Sit with them, if you can (story)
Distill that research 
- personas are good
- capture stories that highlight main desires and activities <-- starting point for design
Find your session?

2. Make time for research. - Do some research before you start designing. Don't be satisfied with a business requirements doc, nor with a basic interview with a stakeholder. Don’t just throw 
together a survey and count that as research. Learn about the people who will be using your software. If you can, meet them, observe their work--even for a short time, talk to them about 
their pain points, look for ways that you could make their lives better with the software you may be building.  Look at what others have done, find patterns. Don't blindly copy--understand why 
a design works and when it makes sense and doesn't before you use it as inspiration. Capture that research in a way that helps you think from the outside in (e.g., personas, stories, 
storyboards).



3
Keep your hands off the keyboard.

Helps avoid doing the wrong thing first.
Don’t start by coding; get away. It’s too tempting.  Force yourself to get out of yourself; make it where it is harder to think about technical details than not.
Who can draw?
Start by sketching - get a sketchbook, print out templates, stencils, whatever. Whiteboards okay, but..

3. Keep your hands off the keyboard. - Resist the urge to start typing code from the get go. Don't even start drawing up diagrams. Stay away from the computer! Start with paper and pen, or 
a whiteboard if you're with colleagues. Grab those personas and stories, come up with narratives from your users' perspectives (this means you don't start from people sitting in front of your 
software, as if they rolled out of bed and directly in front of your interface--you start from a real-world context where they might need to use your software). Block the narratives out where you 
might have interactions with software (make storyboards).  THEN start sketching UIs to fill in the empty boxes on your storyboards.



4
Try many things. Keep none of them.

Don’t go with first design. or second.
Do at least 3-5 alternatives.
Critique and synthesize--keep not one; keep the best of all.
Show sketches of app

4. Try many things. Keep none of them. - In your sketching, sketch many (like more than three) alternatives--especially if this is a core activity. Sketch out the obvious one you already have 
in your head, then do another, completely differentone--even if it seems stupid or incredibly difficult to implement. Putting yourself in your users' shoes, how would they like to do that activity? 
What is the easiest, most delightful way it could be done? Do two more alternatives. Once you have several alternatives, look for what's good in them (get colleagues involved in this if you 
can). Don't keep any one of them--combine the good from all of them into new alternatives that synthesize the good from the many.  Create higher fidelity design (or two) from them that 
validates the design in terms of your target devices (resolution, interaction capabilities, etc.), but don't code it yet or worry about styling--use a wireframing or prototyping tool (even the ones 
that are simply stencils on paper).



5
Test designs with people.

Test synthesized design. 
A/B testing
REAL USERS
Don’t tell them what to do
5-8 is a good number, 
1-2 is better than none
super lightweight, not heavy duty lab
online Web testing tools
do live paper testing of app

5. Test designs with people. - Get your best designs in front of people--ideally the people who will be using the software, but at least someone not involved in the design process. Ask them to 
do what your narratives describe--don't tell them how to do it; just give them the goal and ask them how they'd do it. You can do this with paper, print outs of your design, or if you have an 
interactive prototype, with the prototype.



6
When all else fails, code.

hyperbole - only code if it will help you test idea faster or better
DO NOT WRITE PRODUCTION code--no pretend prototypes! 
- waste time thinking/focusing on the wrong things
- set the wrong expectations
- goal is to test idea, not make an app
- throw away - only code enough to test the idea, no more

6. When all else fails, code. - Only write code if you can't try your designs without it, or if coding will actually help you validate more quickly than other choices. Avoid at all costs writing 
productional code in the design process; certainly do not write unit tests for a prototype. The goal of a prototype should not be with a view to how you can reuse/port the code at the end of it. 
The goal of the prototype is to test out a design idea (or test technical feasibility). Only code enough to test the idea and no more.



7
Details make or break it.

Design activities flexible
If it’s not Designed, it’s crap!  
Design doesn’t stop here when you start coding.
Details matter. 
Argue about “stupid” little things:
- how to handle exceptions
- validation & helps
- alignment
- visual hierarchy
#littlebigthings
Agile helps

7. Details make or break it. - After you've done all this, THEN you start thinking about how you can design the internals of the software and implementing it to make your UI design a reality, 
doing your best not to compromise good UX for expediency. The little details--like how you handle unexpected exceptions, input validation & helps, alignment and spacing, judicious use of 
color, and making a user do something that you could do for them--these all add up to make or break a great experience with the software you're making.

If you skimp on Design because it doesn’t produce the product, you’ll still spend a lot of money building something. But it’s just like building a bigger dung hill.
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